
Budget Planning Council Meeting Agenda 
May 13, 2020 • 11:00 am – 1:00 pm 

TEAMS Meeting  
 

 
 

1. Enrollment Update: PPT (Candace Boeninger) 
 

2. Open Discussion: Board of Trustees Update and FY21 Budget Development 
 

 
 



Budget Planning Council (BPC) Meeting Notes 
May 13, 2020 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM 

TEAMS Meeting 
 

BPC Members in Attendance:  Deb Shaffer, Elizabeth Sayrs, Amanda Graham, Robin Muhammad, Tim Epley, Florenz 
Plassmann, Andrew Fodor, Sara Helfrich, Jason Pina, Dale Masel, Janie Peterson, Kaelyn Ferris, Susan Williams, Randy Leite 
 
BPC Members Absent:  Jayden McAdams, Austin McClain, 
 
Non-voting Members:  Katie Hensel, Chad Mitchell, John Day, Jim Sabin, Dawn Weiser, Cary Frith, Candace Boeninger, 
Tanner Jarman, Kayla Righter, Jennifer Cox, Jennifer Kirksey, Rosanna Howard, Richard Danylo 
 
 
Enrollment Update:  PPT – Candace B 
• Starting point of Enrollment review is the pre-COVID enrollment assumptions; there have been many enrollment 

iterations as the COVID pandemic’s impacts on Fall 2020 planning have started to be envisioned 
• Candace is coordinating with SEEC, Regional campuses and graduate planning; she will consult with HCOM on updates 

to enrollment assumptions 
• Fall 2019 actual enrollments reflected a ‘smaller’ university due to several impacts -> retention initiatives have improved 

our 4-year graduations, CC+ impacts on graduations, and the declining new students for several Fall terms – freshmen and 
transfers 

o Spring 2020 actual enrollments summarized in a slightly different format to highlight that Athens UG headcount 
represents 49% of l University total…Candace noted that the other pockets of enrollments are significant at 51%, 
especially when describing the size of the university and the number of people served (headcount)  

• Enrollment Scenarios for Fall 2020, rather than ‘Projections’, are being revised with each new post-COVID milestone and 
information point 

o OHIO’s traditional First Year enrollment milestones were disrupted by COVID 
o Revised scholarship offers were approved and released in April – those dollar awards reached families later in their 

decision-making process; it is hoped those awards, some sizeable, will shift decisions to OHIO  
o Deadline to confirm was extended from May 1 to June 1 much earlier than is typical-> most IUCs extended; OSU 

did not 
o A suspension of NACAC ethics rules has led to some poaching practices directed at new freshmen and current 

students by other institutions 
• The May 13th ‘confirmations’ are – quite a bit lower than 2 previous years 

o The trend over prior year for ‘avg daily net confirmations’ reflect stalled / declining confirmations during March 
and April followed by a significant uptick in May – this is being viewed as a positive, attributed in part to the  
extended deadline to June 1 to accommodate the delay in student and family decision timelines. It is unclear how 
much typical May 1 volume may come in around the new June 1 deadline. 

o Currently down around 16% in housing deposits; BSO signups down about 30% 
 Orientation is a remote offering this year (June 3-28), which could contribute to delayed registrations, 

since families do not have to travel to attend 
 Transfer application deadline is mid-June. It is still early for transfer enrollment. 

• SEEC Enrollment Growth Sub-group has been studying various factors for which would have the most impacts on OHIO 
enrollments – market data, surveys, historical trends, predictive scholarship models, etc.  

o Group consists of Candace, Hugh S, Robin Oliver, John Day, and Brad Cohen, plus others who consult with the 
group as needed 



o Many of OHIOs prospective student visits, events, call volume have been cancelled or scaled back due to COVID; 
the impact of reinstituted efforts is being estimated based on the tone and tenor of the contacts and calls occurring 
now 

o Enrollment sharing amongst peers and competitors is not always common practice - there is often more 
information flow between members in the IUC-CFO group, but we do have some information from a recent call. 

• National landscape reflects a myriad of enrollment challenges for families; the surveys often conflict each other but, taken 
together, indicate that there is turmoil in enrollment decisions for families and projections will be difficult because the 
meaningfulness of the deposit may be in question 

o Families are frustrated with all the unknowns surrounding their college decisions and are experiencing financial 
concerns 

o Changes in the family decision making, from optimism to skepticism to pessimism, is reflected in survey results 
for March -> April 

o The fact that a housing deposit has been made may be less a clear indicator of college attendance for Fall 2020 
• Competitors 

o Measuring of COVID impact on international recruitment 
 OSU shared that the difference in the decline of international will be made up with domestic students; 

anecdotal reports indicate that they may have relaxed ACT requirements to increase those enrollments 
 As OSU makes moves to increase in-state enrollments, all competitors react in kind, so yield and 

scholarship competition increases 
o The market pressures are intensifying, and the impact of the activity makes projecting for Fall 2020 very difficult 

 
SCENARIO MODELING – there are too many variables, different from historical trends, that can be combined together in 
nearly infinite combinations, to have much confidence in any one model; shared today 
• MODEL A – optimistic 
• MODEL B – based on SEEC ‘Realistic’ scenario with historical patterns overlay, which likely do reflect some COVID 

impacts already 
• MODEL C – more pessimistic; market-share approach which recognizes that OHIO has been losing market-share 

o Model C knocks down matriculation trend for high school graduates, pulls out the big “wins” of OSU and UC, 
and then applies OHIO relative position  

• MODELS D & E reflect move to online solutions for Fall 2020; currently on HOLD; additional variables since this is 
entirely new environment, with different hybrid offerings from individual institutions as well as fully online scenario 

 Cal State announcement today of no Fall on-site instruction 
 How will market-share be impacted in these scenarios? 
 How will families react to such diversity of offerings if fall configurations vary widely?  Could expect more 

attendance close to home or families may pull out of market completely 
• Scenarios being modeled  

o Biased toward skepticism – factors including joblessness, tone of family conversations, April scholarship offerings 
possibly not resulting in as many net new enrollments as they might have in a different timeline, economic issues 
for families, but no new state-imposed restrictions are being assumed 

o Many unknowns in the modeling of the reactions of family’s ability to afford, student returns to campus, impacts 
of competition’s actions, non-resident barriers to enrollment due to impact of COVID, and lateness of Fall 2020 
decisions for remote vs on-site instruction 

• Modeled Scenarios: Athens campus new UG 
o The 3 models arrive at between 106% of enrollment goal (A-optimistic) to 66% of goal (C-pessimistic) 
o Any ‘savings’ in budgeted scholarship aid dollars for those who do not come have not been projected as an offset 

to lower revenue projections because of the new June 1 deadline to accept scholarships. We need to know the 
impact of those scholarships before we reconcile gains and losses against the scholarship budget. 



• Next steps include at least weekly SEEC Enrollment Subgroup meetings, updating scenarios for new information around 
competitor actions and cycle milestones  

o Following Fall 2020 instruction decisions, Models D & E will be resurrected to include appropriate assumptions 
o Some categories of enrollments offer opportunities -> RN to BSN, some eCampus and medical programs, 

regionals could see a positive enrollment impact for family decisions to stay ‘close-to-home’ 
 
Discussion: 
• 1/3 of OHIO’s current students are in health fields – are we responsive to growth nuances in other fields?  (Susan W) 

o During years of low UCM activity and brand identification, the Health programs have been a bright spot and 
brought visibility to OHIO  

o UCM, under Robin O leadership and new branding research and efforts, is ramping up to share the rest of the 
story 

o Need to streamline new program development timeline to be responsive to market needs; workforce and non-
credit program development can be brought to market in weeks; public higher education credit programs are not 
quick to market due to internal, state, and accrediting body bureaucratic processes 
 Delays are not all institutional -> ODHE / IUC should help on the regulatory side 
 There are many delays on campus that could be dealt with prior to UCC; Elizabeth enumerated college 

and department approvals 
 How can we move things forward faster as a University? 

• Discussions need to include faculty and academic / college leadership 
• Sara H shared the UCC processes have been trimmed down to six weeks; she expressed support 

needs provided to faculty to aid in development process 
• How can colleges assist with the competitive pressures being exerted by our peers?  How do departments get info on issues with 

committed students? (Dale M) 
o Enrollment Management works with key college individuals on ‘committed students’ to help drive conversion for 

yield 
 Undergraduate Admissions works closely with college contacts identified by the dean to mobilize 

interested faculty in yield and provides access to systems so that the impact of these efforts can be 
measured 

 More action will begin to ramp up with BSO – around the time of orientation, communication hand-
offs to the colleges take place but Undergraduate Admissions continues to manage admitted student 
communication, in partnership with colleges and the First Year and Student Transitions (FYrST) office, 
through the summer 

• What is Candace seeing with ‘gap year’ hype? (Matthew S) 
o Ability to pay will be a real issue with families in the COVID world; may necessitate gap year options 
o Most conversations that recruiters are hearing are ‘what if’ hypotheticals; families seem to be weighing options 
o Candace expressed an OHIO thought process to consider - ‘Any enrollment at a future date is better than no 

enrollment ever’  
 Deferrals could be considered after deadline dates…keeping communication clear around the decision-

making timeline, but will need to rethink openness to deferrals with families that are struggling 
 
 
Open Discussion:  Board of Trustees Update and FY21 Budget Development  
• UCM and Advancement Functional Alignment updates originally scheduled for last week’s BPC are still being worked 

through with the Colleges 
o Once finalized the plans will be shared with the group 



• In a time of layoffs and furloughs, what kinds of salary and wage increases and bonuses are being considered in the budgeting 
process? 

o Deb shared that the overall philosophy is no increases, pay raises or employee recognition bonuses 
 If there are significant reorganizations and managers are taking on significant additional work, 

adjustments in pay may be warranted to preserve pay equity 
o Faculty promotions, as outlined in the Faculty Handbook, have not been suspended 
o Non-essential hiring is scrutinized by executive leadership; no hiring unless deemed essential  
o Some areas are staffed by a single individual – those operations must be staffed, and a new hire could be a necessity 

and considered 
• Timeline for Furlough plan announcement is Friday this week; request that announcement occur before end of day 

o There have been no materials changes to the plan as presented to BPC last week; work is still underway around 
increments and grant-funded positions 

• Group provided feedback that they are ready and willing to keep meeting throughout the FY21 budget build process, even 
during the summer 

o Submit ideas for agenda topics to Katie Hensel  
 
Next meeting:    To be scheduled 
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